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Abstract: Remote sensing of river discharge (RSQ) is a burgeoning field rife with innovation. This
innovation has resulted in a highly non-cohesive subfield of hydrology advancing at a rapid pace,
and as a result misconceptions, mis-citations, and confusion are apparent among authors, readers,
editors, and reviewers. While the intellectually diverse subfield of RSQ practitioners can parse this
confusion, the broader hydrology community views RSQ as a monolith and such confusion can be
damaging. RSQ has not been comprehensively summarized over the past decade, and we believe
that a summary of the recent literature has a potential to provide clarity to practitioners and general
hydrologists alike. Therefore, we here summarize a broad swath of the literature, and find after our
reading that the most appropriate way to summarize this literature is first by application area (into
methods appropriate for gauged, semi-gauged, regionally gauged, politically ungauged, and totally
ungauged basins) and next by methodology. We do not find categorizing by sensor useful, and
everything from un-crewed aerial vehicles (UAVs) to satellites are considered here. Perhaps the most
cogent theme to emerge from our reading is the need for context. All RSQ is employed in the service
of furthering hydrologic understanding, and we argue that nearly all RSQ is useful in this pursuit
provided it is properly contextualized. We argue that if authors place each new work into the correct
application context, much confusion can be avoided, and we suggest a framework for such context
here. Specifically, we define which RSQ techniques are and are not appropriate for ungauged basins,
and further define what it means to be ‘ungauged’ in the context of RSQ. We also include political
and economic realities of RSQ, as the objective of the field is sometimes to provide data purposefully
cloistered by specific political decisions. This framing can enable RSQ to respond to hydrology at
large with confidence and cohesion even in the face of methodological and application diversity
evident within the literature. Finally, we embrace the intellectual diversity of RSQ and suggest the
field is best served by a continuation of methodological proliferation rather than by a move toward
orthodoxy and standardization.
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1. Introduction
Remote sensing (RS) provides value to the earth science community as a source of primary data
(electromagnetic radiation recorded directly by the satellite/aircraft) obtained from a unique frame of
reference. Although raw electromagnetic radiation received by sensors needs to be carefully calibrated
to transform these observations into useable science signals, remote sensing platforms provide high
quality primary data at a variety of spatial, temporal, and spectral scales. Hydrology in particular
has been traditionally open to the use of RS (e.g., ([1–4]); Calmant et al., 2008; Lettenmaier et al. 2015;
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Doell et al. 2016; Lettenmaier et al., 2006), in part because this physically integrative discipline is quite
often subject to political data restrictions or difficulties in field data collection.
RS can contribute to both basic and applied hydrology equally from its unique vantage point.
Take for example recent work by Allen et al. ([5]); 2018), which provides a new and interesting insight
into stream dynamics and organization at the global scale only possible via combining detailed field
observations with global remote sensing of rivers. Likewise, Smith et al. ([6]; 2017) used fixed-wing
un-crewed aerial vehicles (UAVs) to reveal previously unknown perennial stream networks atop the
Greenland Ice Sheet, which suggested a complete revamp of understanding in how ice sheet meltwater
is routed to the global ocean. At broader spatial scales, Lehner and Doll ([7]; 2004) offered an early
global mapping of lakes and reservoirs, Prigent et al. ([8]; 2001) similarly mapped wetland dynamics,
Allen and Pavelsky ([9]; 2015) and Yamazaki et al. ([10]; 2019) provided new maps of global rivers,
and Pekel et al. ([11]; 2016) mapped all global hydromorphic features as seen by the Landsat family of
satellites over the past 32 years. These important interventions in our understanding of the observed,
rather than modelled, positions of the planet’s water features represent insight into the earth system
only possible with remote sensing. We argue that remote sensing hydrology is therefore poised to
respond to the charge laid by McDonnell et al. ([12]; 2007) to use primary data and hypothesis driven
science to push the discipline forward.
Remote sensing is also well positioned to respond to the charge of Wood et al. ([13]; 2011) to
focus on hydrologic model improvement in pursuit of advancing knowledge of water resources.
Lin et al. ([14]; 2019) recently published new simulations of global hydrology that pull from tens of
thousands of river gauges and numerous remote sensing products to bring remote sensing to bear
in the fullest expression of global hydrologic modelling to date. Such efforts will continue to play
important roles in both climate reanalysis and prediction. Remote sensing has also been noted for
its ability to observe human impacts on hydrology (e.g., [4,15,16]; Lettenmaier and Famligetti, 2006;
Martin et al., 2016; Yoon and Beighley, 2015), and the impact of hydrology on humans in the form
of floods and flood forecasting (e.g., [17–21]; Barton and Bathols, 1989; Biancamaria et al., 2011;
Grimaldi et al., 2016, Li et al., 2016; Schumann et al., 2016). These approaches reflect the role
hydrology plays in society: water is fundamental to all civilizations and any advance in our predictive
capability is welcomed. Ultimately, the unique vantage point of remotely sensed platforms (especially
spaceborne sensors) feed hydrology’s need for primary data to drive both fundamental discovery and
practical application.
River discharge is one of the most important and frequent targets for remote sensing in hydrology.
Discharge is the product of river flow area and velocity, or the volume of water passing a specified
point at any instant in time. The only method truly capable of measuring discharge is a bucket and
a stopwatch: literally quantifying a volume of collected water for some given time period. This is
obviously impractical for all but the smallest streams, and as such the most respected discharge
estimates come from an Acoustic doppler current profiler (ADCP) or weir equations. These techniques
are commonly referred to as measurements, but they are in fact approximations of discharge (albeit
accurate approximations), and are themselves subject to error, especially at very high and very low
flows. Stream gauges are discharge estimates as well that transform automated measurements of
river stage to discharge via an empirically calibrated rating curve. The data points to calibrate such
curves are normally driven by ADCP estimates of discharge. These gauge discharge estimates form
the backbone of human water management decisions and hydrologic science.
Remote sensing of river discharge (RSQ) is thus not surprisingly a vibrant field of study in the
scholarly literature, but this vibrancy has led to some confusion. There are varying degrees of processing
involved in turning primary remotely sensed information into discharge. Remote sensors record
electromagnetic radiation, which is then converted to a signal of interest to the hydrologist. These raw
signals include recorded reflectances, range and interferometric phase observations, and emittances.
Usually, these signals are radiometrically calibrated to conditions at the top of the atmosphere and then
georeferenced to a regular grid on the earth’s surface to provide the most basic form of primary data in
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RSQ. At the other end of the spectrum, gravity recovery and climate experiment (GRACE) observations
of relative satellite positions are first turned into a model of the geoid and then processed into mass
anomalies via the application of a hydrologic model: the remote sensing signal has indeed driven
the data, but many other sources of information and model physics have been invoked to produce
the desired output. Thus, many users are confused about remotely sensed data products, and it can
be difficult for the non-specialist to determine which products rely on ancillary data and which do
not. In the case of RSQ, all methodologies must transform observations to discharge, as we cannot
instantaneously and simultaneously measure river depth, cross sectional area, and depth-averaged
velocity from space. Accordingly, hundreds of manuscripts have been written on this subject, all
fundamentally seeking to use remotely sensed data to estimate river discharge.
We believe that a review of the RSQ literature is timely and necessary. A recent explosion of
the literature (and journals willing to publish that literature, including this one) requires careful
summarization to understand advances of the past decade. Along with this recent proliferation,
many common misconceptions about RSQ have emerged, with authors sometimes incorrectly citing
other work and sometimes missing wide swaths of the relevant RSQ literature when introducing new
studies. We argue that a fruitful examination of the literature is not based on differentiation via sensor
or sensor class as in past sketches of the field (e.g., active vs passive, microwave vs. optical), but based
on application area and methodological approach, what is the purpose for the manuscript, and how
does a remotely sensed signal turn into discharge? We will thus be sensor agnostic in this regard,
and everything from UAVs to satellites are considered here. Such a lens affords us a broad swath of
the literature to review, and we are able to bring numerous and seemingly disparate subfields of RSQ
together under unifying themes. Ultimately, we hope this paper can serve as a guide to hydrologists in
choosing what methods and data might work for them.
The goals of this paper are as follows. (1) We review the literature (mostly since 2010) without
downloading and reading every single paper available: we were not uncritically exhaustive. It is
inevitable that we have not canvassed some of the relevant literature or very recent literature, but we
do believe we have captured a snapshot of important work of the past decade and beyond. Our goal
is a broad survey rather than deep discussion in any specific area of the RSQ literature. (2) We
introduce terminology and a context for RSQ to differentiate different meanings of the term ‘ungauged,’
and argue this is necessary for a comprehensive understanding of the RSQ literature. (3) Further,
we categorize the literature on two axes: a “gauged” axis and a methodological axis, and find that
these distinctions place the literature into the most useful context. (4) Finally, we attempt to debunk
common misconceptions about RSQ and discuss its ethics and politics. We believe that what emerges
is a holistic picture of the literature as it stands now and where it might fruitfully go next.
Overview and Organization
Sections 2.1 and 2.2 divide the literature into those techniques that are appropriate for politically
and totally ungauged basins (Section 2.2) and those that are not (Section 2.1). These terms are introduced
in Figure 1. Section 2.1 contains almost twice the number of papers as Section 2.2, reflecting the priorities
of many authors. We believe that this high level separation is an important axis of differentiation that
should be used to clearly categorize RSQ work in the past and future, and the discussion in Section 3
interrogates our use of this classifying scheme. Following this broad division, we have lumped the
almost 170 manuscripts reviewed here into further broad categories within the gauged/ungauged
divide as appropriate from our reading (Figure 2). For gauged, semi-gauged, and regionally gauged
basins, these categories include calibration/assimilation into hydrologic models that use ancillary in
situ data (Section 2.1.1), calibration of hydraulic models (Section 2.1.2), and the largest subsection in
the entire RSQ literature: calibration of local channel hydraulics (Section 2.1.3). For politically and
totally ungauged basins our subsections include calibration/assimilation into hydrologic (Section 2.2.1)
and hydraulic (Section 2.2.2) models as well as geomorphic inverse problems (Section 2.2.3). We have
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made these categorizations after careful scrutiny of the literature, and the length of each subsection
loosely reflects the volume of the literature in that subfield.
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We note that our reading is broader than previous reviews, and is especially different from an early
and influential view of RSQ offered by Alsdorf et al. ([22]; 2007). They noted the rise of then-nascent
satellite hydrology and theorized that measurements of water surface elevation and surface slope
made from an active sensor would be the best and perhaps only way to provide needed data to address
data gaps in hydrology. This perspective on the river channel and its hydraulics as the object of
sensing has had a strong influence on the field, and even today our inclusion of Sections 2.1.1 and 2.2.1
bridging between remote sensing and modeling will be surprising to some readers. As recently as
2016, for example, Sichangi et al. [23] begin their introduction to a new RSQ method with their view
on the field, which offers a succinct synthesis of many methods boiled down to four bullet points.
These authors summarized RSQ into four basic approaches: use of altimetry data to calibrate rating
curves, inference of discharge from corrolatory indices based on inundation area, remote sensing of
hydraulic components of discharge directly, and the at-many-stations hydraulic geometry (AMHG)
approach of Gleason and Smith ([24]; 2014), later to become known as an example of a mass conserved
flow law inversion (McFLI, [25]; Gleason et al., 2017). Sichangi et al. thus offer a classification scheme
that is effective and focused but excludes much of the relevant literature, particularly on hydrologic
modelling. Our reading has indicated that the global hydrologic modelling community relies heavily
on remote sensing and has many similar outcomes and goals to the traditionally channel-focused
RSQ community, and thus we wish to use this manuscript as an opportunity to view the problem of
discharge estimation in as holistic a paradigm as possible.
2. Summary of Remote Sensing of River Discharge
Our organization of the literature relies first on the application area of RSQ: in either a gauged or
an ungauged basin. Rather than view an ungauged basin as a binary condition, we believe ungauged
status to be a continuum after our reading: ranging from a true lack of data at any relevant spatial or
temporal proximity (totally ungauged) to rivers well-monitored by continuous gauge data (gauged,
Figure 1). Between these extremes, we consider other examples of ungauged status: some watersheds
have sparse gauges through a watershed but not in a channel of interest (semi-gauged), others
have gauges in nearby climatologically and geologically similar watersheds (regionally ungauged),
while still others are well monitored by gauge data that are not publicly shared (politically ungauged).
These tags represent distinct hydrologic realities that all manifest as ‘ungauged’ or ‘gauged’ in much of
the literature. We argue that the RSQ goals and appropriate methodologies for these cases are distinct
from one another, and that this organizational context is essential for understanding RSQ as a whole.
2.1. Gauged, Semi-Gauged, and Regionally Ungauged Basins
In all of the approaches in Section 2.1, the goal of RSQ is to provide as-accurate-as-possible
discharge estimates. These approaches leverage whatever data they can find in order to make the best
estimates of discharge possible, and in doing so gain accuracy and precision but become more beholden
to the ancillary data/assumptions needed to make each approach successful. Thus, RSQ in this section
could be driven almost entirely by a hydrologic model or an in situ gauging station, with RS data
used to extend this knowledge in space and time. For example, RSQ could be used to extend gauges
to ungauged headwater streams or rivers in a neighboring basin, particularly useful in important
but sparsely gauged locations (e.g., the Tibetan Plateau, Siberia). This is in contrast to Section 2.2,
where RSQ methods assume very little is known about the watershed according to the context given in
Section 3.1.
2.1.1. Calibration/Assimilation of RS into a Hydrologic Model
Hydrologic models seek to parse the components of the hydrologic cycle (precipitation (P),
evapotranspiration (ET), terrestrial storage) to calculate water excess (i.e., runoff), which is then
routed through a channel network to become river discharge. Often, these models rely on a
land-surface module that explicitly parameterizes water and energy fluxes across schema of varying
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complexity, and the hydrologic literature has shown itself to be open to bold conclusions made at
global scales by models integrating remotely sensed data (e.g., [4,26]; Lettenmaier and Famligetti, 2006;
Rodell et al., 2009;). Models frequently require calibration to function well, and remote sensing was seen
as an early source of independent calibration/validation data for such models ([27,28]; Gupta et al., 1998;
Sivapalan et al., 2003). In fact, Gelati et al. ([29]; 2018) refer to RS data as “ideal benchmarks for spatially
distributed evaluations of land surface models.” As a consequence, we believe that no review of RSQ
is complete without inclusion of the literature coupling hydrologic modelling and remote sensing to
produce discharge. There are hundreds if not thousands of modelling studies using RS information as
targets for calibration and assimilation with a goal of producing discharge. We have here distilled
the literature into a non-exhaustive survey that we believe captures the spirit of that scholarship.
This paradigm for RSQ is not channel based: remote sensing is not asked to provide data on river
channels themselves, but rather on the interconnected whole of land surface hydrology in a quest
to provide accurate local, regional, or global discharge estimates. Previous characterizations of RSQ
(e.g., [22,23,30]; Alsdorf et al., 2007; Sichangi et al., 2016; Tarpanelli et al., 2019) do not include this
paradigm in their sketches of the field.
We are aware of the differences between calibration and assimilation. Chief among these is a
distinction between tuning parameters that produce a model state variable (calibration), updating
this model state directly (assimilation), or updating states and parameters simultaneously (also
assimilation: [31]; Reichle, 2008). However, for the purposes of RSQ, we argue that these non-trivial
differences are in service of the same goal—to use RS to improve a model of discharge. We thus lump
them together here. Also, as Jodar et al. ([32]; 2018) note, a classic approach in hydrologic modelling is to
turn to regionalization, where in situ information in one basin is mapped onto another ungauged basin.
This regionalization is, for our purposes, another form of calibration. Finally, both Reichle et al., ([33];
2014) and Maxwell et al., ([34]; 2018) urge caution in assimilation work, as the likelihood function
‘under the hood’ of data assimilation is complex and requires care and consideration in its formulation
rather than off the shelf deployment.
Chen et al. ([35]; 1998) were among the first to show how models may be combined with RS to
produce discharge, using Topex/Poseidon data to track changes in sea levels and understand anomalies
in sea surface heights. They argued that if the ocean is the ultimate reservoir for all terrestrial water,
then tracking ocean anomalies is a way to understand necessary changes in the global hydrologic cycle
that produced those anomalies. At smaller scales, Dziubanksi and Franz [36] 2016) assimilated RS into a
snow model to improve estimates of snow water equivalent, but in turn improve estimates of discharge,
and Fortin et al. [37] explored the concept of this coupling as early as 2001. Similarly, watershed
storage change can be addressed through RS using GRACE satellite observations. GRACE geoid
observations can resolve mass fluxes at relevant hydrologic timescales ([38]; Rowlands et al., 2005), and
these large-area fluxes of water are used for assimilation and calibration in many hydrology models
with a goal of producing river discharge ([39–46]; Syed et al., 2005; 2007; 2009; 2010; Schmidt et al., 2008;
Werth et al., 2009; Frappart et al., 2011; Eom et al., 2017). We note that GRACE mass anomalies are
themselves often a product of hydrologic modelling ([47]; Wiese et al., 2016), and thus by using GRACE
as an RS signal, a hydrologist has perhaps already invoked a calibrated model whether they had
intended to or not.
Ultimately, many successful attempts at hydrologic calibration/assimilation invoke more than
one RS signal (e.g., [48–51]; Siquera et al., 2018; Chandanpurker et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2016;
Silvestro et al., 2015). The most recent of these efforts ([14]; Lin et al., 2019) delivers on the promise
of a previous decade of work. In their study, Lin et al. use large quantities of both ground and RS
data (mainly for precipitation and ET) in conjunction with the latest in RS hydrography to produce a
coherent global reanalysis of daily river discharge at almost three million river reaches. This level of
temporal and spatial precision had not previously been demonstrated, and illustrates the power of
RS for global hydrologic modelling. Lin et al. used a calibration approach that considers uncertainty:
calibrating with gauges where available, calibrating with RS products where gauges are unavailable,
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and calibrating with reanalysis data where RS and gauges are available. This allows optimal use of
both in situ and RS data to produce discharge that would be impossible without the use of remote
sensing. We note that the approach taken by Lin et al. ([14]; 2019) need not be global; in fact, previous
work has taken the same tack toward addressing water resources challenges in the Congo, Himalayas,
and Tibetan Plateau ([52–54]; Lee et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2015; Wulf et al., 2016). All of these studies
used RS data where gauges were not available to calibrate their model, but all rely on in situ data to
provide the bulk of model skill.
We have barely scratched the surface of this literature, but have included these brief examples to
make our assertion that the regional and global hydrologic modelling community are as much a part
of RSQ as traditional channel-based RSQ. In fact, hydrologic modelling can overcome the spatial and
temporal limitations of RS data (which themselves augment the spatial limitations of gauges), and
clever assimilation and calibration can account for uncertainties in both RS and in situ parameters and
thus lead to a final product greater than the sum of its parts. Rivers are but one part of a hydrologic
whole, and authors in this section move forward with this in mind.
2.1.2. Calibration/Assimilation RS into Hydraulic Models
More traditionally, RSQ is grounded in the fields of fluid mechanics, hydraulics, and fluvial
geomorphology. These large fields of study have long been interested in how river channels respond
to channel form, sediment transport, and landscape evolution and have yielded numerous empirical
and first principles equations that govern precisely how water in a river channel responds to different
environmental conditions. The famous Manning’s equation is one such example that seeks to balance
friction losses with gravity-driven flow in a river channel, despite its simplified insistence on a
fixed velocity-depth exponent and a stage-constant roughness. Similarly, hydraulic geometry predicts
responses in width, depth, and velocity given changes in discharge (e.g [55,56]; Ferguson, 1986; Gleason,
2015), and many additional empirical fluvial geomorphic phenomena relating satellite-observable
quantities with discharge have been observed beyond these traditional ground-based parameters.
These hydraulic phenomena thus form hydraulic models of river behavior, which can be as simple as
the Manning’s equation or as complex as a full 3D conservation of mass and momentum in a finite
element model. These hydraulics can be coupled with information from the hydrologic cycle, as
the shape of hydrographs themselves has information about watershed processes that may inform
RSQ ([57]; Fleischmann et al., 2016). The studies in Sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 invoke these hydraulic
relations as the basis for RSQ in conjunction with data and assumptions only available for gauged,
semi-gauged, and regionally gauged basins. An earlier review germane to this topic and specific to the
Amazon is given by Hall et al. ([58]; 2011).
Among the most interesting and innovative hydraulically based approaches was pioneered by
hydrologist Dave Bjerklie. Bjerklie and his collaborators were writing principally in the early 2000s,
and if their approach had been devised today, we would likely label it as a ‘big data’ approach.
Bjerklie et al. ([59]; 2003) noted that discharge can be reduced to a function of width, depth, slope, and
Manning’s n assuming the restrictive and limiting assumption of a parabolic channel shape. Using
thousands of field observations, Bjerklie et al. built statistical relationships between these parameters,
and argued on the strength of their training data that mean values of these parameters are reliably
estimated globally by this purely empirical approach and RS observations. Bjerklie et al. ([60]; 2005)
built on this to fit a calibration between maximum channel width and slope as a power function using
multiple regression on a ~1000 river dataset of hydraulic observations, and Bjerklie ([61]; 2007) derived
an equation for bankfull velocity from channel slope and lengths of meander bends. Thus, Bjerklie et al.
have simplified the underconstrained RSQ hydraulic problem by using big-data empirical geomorphic
relationships that theoretically represent all global rivers, creating new generalized hydraulic models
ripe for remote sensing in the process. Further work has explicitly compared this Bjerklie approach
to space-based rating curves ([62] Kebede et al., 2020). This raises an interesting question about
whether or not this approach is best placed in Section 2.1 or Section 2.2. This approach would not be
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possible without mining thousands of in situ observations (hence Section 2.1), but once these empirical
relations are defined, they are globally applicable without further calibration (Section 2.2). However,
any statistical learning is subject to the representativeness of the training data, which in the case of
Bjerklie et al.’s work comes entirely from the US. Frasson et al. ([63]; 2019) have recently updated this
framework with additional observations, this time built at the truly global scale, which places their
work better in the context of Section 2.2. We therefore argue that the works of Bjerklie are only truly
applicable within their training samples, and this work is more continental than global, while the work
of Frasson et al. is a better example of how this paradigm might apply in ungauged basins. Further,
we argue that Bjerklie’s work is closer to regionalization than to global modelling as in Section 2.1, and
this distinction will become important as we seek context for the field of RSQ in Section 3.
Neal et al. ([64]; 2009) offer a different tack for calibrating hydraulic models. In their and the rest
of the papers in this section, the goal is to remotely sense the components of discharge separately
(e.g., depth, velocity, width, flow resistance) before passing these to a model. In these cases, the
hydraulic model in question is a finite element or finite difference model capable of prediction in
space and time, rather than the generalized models of Bjerklie. Neal et al. ([64]; 2009) used SAR to
estimate discharge using a Kalman Filter and assumptions of a given initial flow, the river as linear
reservoir, stress and flow thresholds, a lidar DEM, ground surveys, an assumed Manning’s n, and a
soil moisture deficit. Given all of these assumptions, their method worked well. However, the authors
acknowledge the amount of ‘expert judgement’ required for a good result, and this approach is useful
only in situations in which a good deal of information is already known about the channel. Similarly,
Temimi et al. ([65]; 2011) assimilated different RS signals into a model coupled to assumptions of
hydraulic geometry to assess flood discharge. They too were successful, but like Neal et al. required
in situ data to correctly parameterize the channel. King et al. ([66]; 2018) improved on this approach
to eliminate many of these assumptions using UAV stereo photogrammetry to drive the US Army
Corps’ Hydraulic Engineering Center’s River Analysis System (HEC RAS) hydraulic model. Given an
input flow from an upstream gauge and a rating curve, they adjusted the water levels in the hydraulic
model until they matched area changes observed by the UAV, relying on the fine-scale DEM created
photogrammetrically. This labor intensive RSQ algorithm is effective, but only at the scales for which
it can be replicated. Harada and Li ([67]; 2018) combined numerous field inputs with multispectral
imagery to calibrate sediment grain size distributions and shear stresses along with discharge, and
Try et al. ([68]; 2018) used an empirical width-depth formula in their model to estimate discharge
from river width. In all of these cases, authors start from a few known and a few unknown hydraulic
parameters of a particular hydraulic model, and use RS for the unknowns. The success of such an
approach is, not surprisingly, a function of how well the problem can be posed, with the caveat that the
better posed the problem, the more data are required.
2.1.3. Calibration of Local Channel Hydraulic Relationships
Remotely Sensed Rating Curves
Perhaps the most logical transition from traditional hydrology to RSQ is the realization that
empirical relationships might be built from RS signals and calibrated directly to observed discharge
for a specific channel. In its simplest form, this paradigm takes shape as a space-based rating curve.
Among the earliest examples of the space rating curve uses altimetry estimates of river stage directly
in a rating curve together with in situ measured flows ([69]; Koblinsky et al., 1993). This is an analog to
the gauging station, and forms a powerful discharge monitoring approach provided sufficient in situ
data are available to populate the rating curve. Other early work included SAR studies of floodplains,
rivers, and lakes interested in deriving levels and/or widths in service of these rating goals ([70–75];
Smith et al., 1996; Alsdorf, 2003; Alsdorf et al., 2001; 2001; Frappart et al., 2005; LeFavour and Alsdorf,
2005), and Smith ([76]; 1997) reviewed work to date at the time of writing. Kouraev et al. ([77]; 2004)
and similar studies continued to expand and refine the capabilities of traditional radar altimetry to
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compute discharge at locations where in situ data are available, and this work continues through
today (e.g., [78–84]; Pavelsky, 2014; Pavelsky and Smith, 2009; Schneider et al., 2017; Young et al., 2015;
Paris et al., 2016; Nathanson et al., 2012; Feng et al., 2019). The field has matured to the point where
detailed considerations of RS signal quality are becoming important (e.g., [85]; Normandin et al., 2018),
rather than repeated proof of concept of the viability of space-based rating. We note also that altimetry
signals often used in space based rating curves are generally only applicable over large rivers; most
altimeters have been designed for ocean applications and reprocessing these signals over smaller rivers
is often challenging. Width measurements can also drive rating curves. These are straightforward
to derive for RSQ purposes on rivers as narrow as 12 m with the advent of CubeSats, but these
signals are often of less radiometric quality than those available from conventional satellites ([84];
Feng et al., 2019). Research in this area also goes beyond the use of satellites. Ashmore and Sauks ([86];
2006), Gleason et al. ([87]; 2015), and Young et al. ([81]; 2016) all used time lapse cameras to provide an
RS signal for river effective width extraction for remote Arctic rivers coupled with in situ discharge
measurements. Huang et al. ([88]; 2018) used UAVs in conjunction with satellite data and a gauge on
the information-sparse Tibetan plateau, similar to King et al. ([66]; 2018). These small-area applications
highlight how not all RSQ work is driven by either global or ungauged basin interests, and provide
innovative solutions to practical fieldwork issues via RSQ. In sum, this section represents the most
straightforward and non-controversial application of RSQ reviewed here, as RS has simply replaced a
ground measurement in a traditional discharge estimation paradigm.
Correlations between RS Observations and Discharge
Whatever the RS signal, the idea that RS observations correlate with discharge is powerful. This
can move the idea of a rating curve beyond measuring channel stage and/or width toward measuring
other targets that can reliably drive RSQ. The work pioneered by Brakenridge et al. ([89]; 2007) illustrates
this concept excellently. In this 2007 paper, building off their previous work, Brakenridge et al. identify
a simple and powerful phenomenon. They observed that the response of passive microwave satellite
observations of river channels relative to a nearby ‘dry’ land area (what they call the ratio between
a calibration area C and measurement area M) is strongly correlated with river discharge. The logic
behind the Brakenridge ratio is that rivers get wider as discharge increases (the same as the width-based
rating curves noted above), but it is not necessary to precisely quantify this top width change (see
Figure 3). Rivers do indeed get wider with discharge, but soil moisture near the river also increases
and there are numerous spatial changes to the river surface not captured by cross sectional top width
changes. A ‘wet’ pixel thus reflects quantities changing with discharge, even if it does not track changes
in width directly, while the nearby ‘dry’ pixel is relatively insensitive to these changes. Using a ratio
between wet and dry allows a finer response to hydrologic forcing than tracking uncalibrated changes
to the ‘wet’ area alone. Further, this approach has the advantage of spatial resolution—coarser ground
areas may be considered rather than precise measurements of river width, thus overcoming errors in
discharge that propagate from width measurement errors. With this ratio in hand, Brakenridge et al.
made rating curves from in situ discharges using higher order polynomial regression.
Since this 2007 publication, this ratio approach has grown into a successful subfield of RSQ
that was born from the unique hydrologic vantage point of RS, unlike space based rating curves,
which are extensions of ground hydrology. The McFLI approaches covered in Section 2.2.2 are similarly
fundamentally tied to a RS vantage point, and both of these ‘schools’ of RSQ are conceived with RS
data in mind from the onset. In 2012, Brakenridge et al. [90] pushed their approach to thousands
of global stations, using a previously in-situ calibrated hydrology model to provide the training
data for discharge predictions. In this case the model provides ‘truth’ to guide the remote sensing,
so applicability of this method is dependent on faith in the model output, and in this we see a strong
parallel with the studies of Section 2.1.1. Tarpanelli et al. [91]; 2013) proved the same ratio concept
is viable from visible and near-infrared observations, and Van Dijk et al. ([92]; 2016) investigated the
global potential for the ratio approach while explicitly considering tradeoffs between passive and active
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sensors. Tarpanelli et al. have led efforts to refine this approach, with papers in 2017 [93] and 2018 [94]
that consider fusion between optical imagery and altimetry while also investigating machine learning
(rather than regression) for training algorithms. This work also branches toward the spatial extension
of training data through hydrologic modelling, which moves this application squarely beyond well-
and semi-gauged basins and into regionally gauged basins.
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In Pursuit of Local Channel Hydraulic Parameters
A final channel hydraulic calibration was recognized by scientists as early as the 1970s, when
Lynzenga ([95]; 1978) calibrated the reflectance of the bottom of a water column to field measurements
to yield a remotely sensed estimate of depth. The principle behind remote sensing of depth is driven
by attenuation of light in a water column (Beer’s Law). Lee et al. ([96,97]; 1998; 1999) describe this
process for vertically homogenous, optically shallow waters (i.e., water columns in which light is able
to reflect from the channel bottom and back through the water surface). They separated observed
upwelling radiance into three parts—bottom reflectance, surface reflectance, and air column radiance,
while controlling for water column attenuation. Lee et al. noted that slight changes in turbidity affect
the performance of depth retrieval, so the model must be parameterized according to the properties of
the water in both space and time, making this approach impractical in a global sense. Contemporary
work continued in this vein (e.g., [98]; Gould et al., 1999), until Fonstad and Marcus ([99]; 2005) and
Marcus and Fonstad ([100]; 2008) were among the first to translate this approach to rivers. Remote
sensing scientist Carl Legleiter has built on this heritage with a calibrated approach termed optical band
ratio analysis (OBRA), first published in 2009 [101]. This approach is built on the same principles of
reflection and attenuation as earlier work, and requires calibration or assumption of optical properties
to back out river depth. This OBRA approach has been successfully demonstrated in numerous
contexts ([102–104]; Legleiter, 2015; Legleiter et al., 2017; Smith et al., 2015). Alternatively, Johnson and
Cowen ([105]; 2016) used highly controlled flume experiments to provide estimates of bathymetry
based on observed turbulence structures. For example, riffles or hydraulic jumps on a water surface
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are indications of changes in channel structure. In all cases, these observations need be calibrated with
some in situ information to yield discharge.
If calibrated optical attenuation and other approaches can be used to provide depth estimates,
then only channel velocity is needed for a discharge estimate. Costa et al. ([106]; 2000) provide an early
remote sensing of velocity method, but this approach requires sophisticated equipment, highly trained
personnel, and a bridge: it is not a practical approach for numerous rivers. Further, surface velocity
is not the same as the depth-averaged velocity needed to estimate discharge, and more reductive
assumptions are needed to transform one to the other. However, Costa et al. provide a proof of concept
for remote sensing of channel velocity. More recent work has focused on two basic techniques: Particle
Image Velocimetry (tracking particles on water surfaces using image processing techniques) and
leveraging turbulence structures. Legleiter et al. ([103]; 2017), for instance, used the OBRA technique
for river depth and bridge-based thermal imagery to track surface velocity. A number of recent papers
flesh this out, in the context of applying entropy theory to the cross-sectional velocity profile ([107–110];
Chiu, 1991; Fulton and Ostrowski, 2008; Moramarco et al., 2017; 2019). All of these investigations are
aided by better geomorphic knowledge of channels, and RS can be useful here too, often through lidar
mapping of topography and sometimes bathymetry (e.g., [111]; Hilldale and Raff, 2008). These and the
other papers in Section 2.1 show that highly accurate discharge can be estimated from RS, and there
seems to be a tradeoff in discharge accuracy vs. the amount of prior data we have on a river, making
the most accurate RSQ estimates in the best-understood basins.
2.2. Politcally and Totally Ungauged Basins
Fundamentally, RSQ in ungauged basins is an ill posed problem. We cannot measure enough
hydraulics from RS to solve for discharge directly, as bathymetry, friction, and discharge will always be
unknown in a channel without calibration. The approaches in Section 2.1 might use reasonable values
for friction based on knowledge of the basin/channels, or pull bathymetry from a regional regression,
or use a hydrologic model, or bypass the hydraulics and calibrate discharge directly to a RS signal to
circumvent this problem. The approaches in Section 2.2, however, seek to overcome the problem solely
from outer space, limiting themselves to assumptions about rivers that may be made only from RS
data or other global data that are independent of specific calibration. The accuracy of these approaches
tends to be much lower than the approaches in Section 2.1, yet as we note in Figure 1 the goal of these
authors is to improve on what we know in ungauged basins. Given that in many ungauged basins
we know very little, even approaches with high errors in discharge can be useful. This literature is
much smaller than the scholarly output for Section 2.1, and as such we cover this literature in slightly
more depth.
2.2.1. Calibration/Assimilation of an RS Signal into a Hydrologic Model
We first consider RSQ as seen again from a hydrologic perspective, yet this time we focus on RS as
the sole source of calibration data, as opposed to use of RS data in conjunction with an in situ calibrated
model as in Section 2.1. The balance of these fluxes is water excess, and so a valid RSQ approach is to
emulate a hydrologic model solely from outer space. Various authors have investigated RS of each of
these specific components in an effort to better constrain each one. Parr et al. ([112]; 2015) used RS ET
and leaf area index products in conjunction with the VIC model, while Lopez-Lopez et al. ([113]; 2018)
explored downscaling and in 2017 calibrated the PCR GLOBWB model for a basin in Morocco with
RS ET and soil moisture, and both concluded that their approach is viable and improves discharge
accuracy [114]. However, Mendiguren et al. ([115]; 2017) and Bowman et al. ([116]; 2016) explicitly
compared RS ET energy balance models against traditionally calibrated hydrological models and found
low correlation between the two products. These authors further argued that the spatial component of
errors in ET are important and well-suited to remote sensing. Remote sensing of precipitation is a huge
field given the importance of precipitation to flood forecasting, and thus this literature is not covered
here despite providing important grounding and uncertainty analysis to RSQ; see Lettenmaier et al. ([2];
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2015) for a recent review. While this precipitation literature is certainly germane, any satisfactory review
would render this manuscript overlong. The GRACE signals covered in Section 2.1.1 can provide the
final storage term, and thus a simple water balance may be made at very large spatial footprints for
totally and politically ungauged basins from RS estimates of precipitation, ET, and storage.
Moving beyond a simple water balance, Sun et al. ([117]; 2015) provide a basin-scale approach that
seeks to use no in situ data to calibrate their hydrologic model, instead using river width observations
as a calibration target. This decision required a reconfiguration of traditional model physics to represent
width as the state variable (i.e., rearranging the discharge equation so width is on the left hand side).
Sun et al. then attempt to force their hydrology model with only globally available data, using the
dynamic river width signal to calibrate. Emery et al. ([118]; 2018) follow Brakenridge et al. ([90]; 2012)
in using a hydrologic model ‘off the shelf’ to provide calibration data, where their calibrating model
was itself previously calibrated using altimetry to track water levels ([82]; Paris et al. 2016). Emery et al.
then use this RS-driven model and new, independent altimetry estimates of river stage as inputs to
a second hydrologic model, tuning the model based on the Paris et al. ([82]; 2016) discharges. In
this approach we see the coupling of the work in Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.3: using RS signals for both
hydraulic and hydrologic components. We have placed this work in the ‘ungauged’ category. On
the one hand, Sun et al. and Emery et al. needed no in situ data in their specific approaches and can
rightly claim their techniques work in ungauged basins. However, their forcing data, while uniformly
available, relied on in situ calibration data from either precipitation gauges or stream gauges in the
US and Europe (Sun et al.), or from a specific region (Emery et al.). This idea can be taken further
in the context of the Lin et al. ([14]; 2019) paper discussed earlier: that study used over 10,000 in
situ gauges to produce the best possible global discharge estimates at almost 3 million river reaches.
These Lin et al. data are globally available and consistent, and offer a starting point for any model
assimilation/calibration study, be it hydrologic, hydraulic, or both. However, using these outputs
necessarily invokes the gauges used to produce them: even discharge information in gauge-sparse
locations like Siberia implicitly relies on gauge knowledge via coupling with well-gauged basins. Thus,
we expect future work to struggle with what it means for a basin to be ungauged when all global
basins have been modelled in a fully coupled land surface framework. We leave further discussion for
Section 3.
2.2.2. Assimilation/Calibration of an RS Signal into a Hydraulic Model
RS signals can also be incorporated into models that explicitly represent some aspect of channel
hydraulics without in situ data, just as in Section 2.1.2. These representations of hydraulics could
range from a full computational fluid dynamics finite element model solving for full four dimensional
conservation of energy, mass, and momentum in time, to simple box-channel routing models capable
of reproducing channel stage but not width, to Manning’s equation. This channel-based paradigm is
perhaps more familiar to readers, as two of the river variables with the longest remote sensing heritage,
width and stage, are often employed in these approaches. Bates et al. ([119]; 1997) summarized early
work on RS and flood hydraulic modelling, noting the sharp change in fluvial behavior once a river
enters its floodplain. Bates et al. noted that computationally efficient one-dimensional flow modelling
is acceptable within bank, but not in overbank situations, but also argued that RS signals are ideally
poised to capture actual flood events (also noted by [120]; Brakenridge et al., 1998). Thus, RS is well
suited to locations where traditional one-dimensional hydraulic models poorly represent hydraulics.
Bates et al. conclude by noting that floodplains in particular are excellently suited to RS, as when they
are dry, they may be mapped and their elevations recorded for future flood models (furthered in nuance
by [121–123]; Horritt and Bates, 2001, Poole et al., 2002, and Horritt, 2006). Then, RS can capture actual
floodwater occupation of the floodplain area and transform this into floodplain water depth in order
to calibrate the model. Following these early works, many examples of calibration of hydraulic models
with RS information have since focused on a flooding context (e.g., [63,124–131], Gumley and King,
1995; Mason et al., 2007; Schumann et al., 2007; 2008; 2009; Coe et al., 2008, Di Baldassarre et al., 2009;
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Khan et al., 2011; Frasson et al., 2019). Some of these studies assume upstream flow is known and
then use RS to improve downstream flow, but it is possible to iteratively force a model with different
flows and an explicit hydraulic model until model output matches RS observations in the floodplain,
as Sun et al. did with width in Section 2.2.1. Thus, here we see calibration of a model to RS data, rather
than calibrating RS data to a gauge or a model as in Section 2.1.
More recently, advances in global mapping, computational power, and the lengthening of the
satellite data record has made a quantum leap in the amount of RS signals available for calibration of
hydraulic models. Consider the Pekel et al. ([11]; 2016) product, which classified every single Landsat
image in the archive into areas of water and non-water, allowing researchers to track global changes in
inundation dynamics and river surface areas (i.e., width) directly for a 32 year period. Using the logic
of Bates et al. ([119,132]; 1997; 2003), these changes in surface area can reveal flood stage extents and
even heights when mapped onto newly available DEMs built for hydrology (e.g., MERIT DEM, [10]
Yamazaki 2019). These inundation signals can also be obtained from non-optical satellites (e.g., [133];
Du et al., 2018), or even from non-satellites (e.g., UAVs, [134]; Niedzielski et al., 2016). As the satellite
archive grows, and especially if new commercial CubeSats continue to improve their radiometric
calibration and geolocation errors, we predict that approaches built on assimilating/calibrating these
signals will proliferate.
Some of this proliferation is underway and is potentially overcoming reliance on gauges we see in
the work of the late 2000s. Sichangi et al. ([23]; 2016) offer an interesting approach coupling altimetry,
MODIS, and a DEM for eight very large rivers globally. They assume a wide channel with a constant
width (greatly simplifying hydraulics), which allows a set of hydraulic equations to be driven by
altimetry, which they calibrated with the nearest available altimetry gauge station. This rightly places
this paper in Section 2.1.3, but this example shows that the field is moving toward consciously focusing
on attempting to eliminate the need for in situ data, presumably to better understand ungauged basins
in future.
Andreadis et al. ([135]; 2007) and Durand et al. ([136]; 2008) laid groundwork for RSQ from
hydraulic models without any in situ data or global model inputs via detailed experiments to
understand how well data assimilation was able to reproduce unknown channel parameters (e.g.,
friction, bathymetry, flow) from synthetic RS measurements of channel width, slope, and height within
a simple hydraulic model. Biancamaria et al. [137]; 2011) and Yoon et al. ([138]; 2012) performed the next
generation of this work, which lead to ‘4D’ variational data assimilation (VDA) within an uncalibrated
hydraulic model ([139–142]; Gejadze and Malaterre, 2017; Oubanas et al. 2018a; b; Larnier et al., 2020),
and these recent efforts offer the most sophisticated take on this problem. This computationally
expensive approach is able to consider model states both forward and backward in time and consider
uncertainties of both initial model expectations and RS data. 4D VDA considers that initial flow is
a static hydrograph, thus removing a dependency on external hydrologic modelling. These authors
have shown that accurate discharges can be estimated using this approach, and that these approaches
are viable indeed in politically and totally ungauged basins, but sensitivity to the initial hydrograph
and computational burden are challenges for large-area application.
2.2.3. Geomorphic Inverse Problems
Finally, we consider approaches to RSQ that again independently consider hydraulic components
of discharge (as in Section 2.1.3), but here explicitly rely on geomorphology, RS, and global databases.
These approaches are driven by many of the same geomorphic hydraulic models of Section 2.1.2.
A special case of geomorphically driven inverse problems is the mass conserved flow law inversion
(McFLI) approach. Gleason et al. ([25]; 2017) coined the term as a response to a growing body of the RSQ
literature that made the same basic assumptions about how to approach RSQ. Many of these approaches
were motivated by the upcoming surface water and ocean topography (SWOT) mission as authors
thought about how to best to use SWOT’s novel and simultaneous measurements of river width, height,
and slope, but McFLI approaches are fundamentally independent from SWOT. Durand et al. ([143];
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2010) laid the groundwork for McFLI with a mathematical approach that required known friction
coefficients a priori, but the first true examples of McFLI capable of working in totally ungauged basins
without this restrictive assumption were all published in 2014 or 2015. In a McFLI approach, authors
first assume that a set of cross sections in a reach, or alternatively a set of short connected reaches, are
mass conserved. What remains is to solve for unknown parameters in a flow law (e.g., Manning’s,
hydraulic geometry) given RS observations, meaning the problem remains ill-posed but is now more
constrained and solutions may be approximated exclusively from remotely sensed data. Like the ratio
approach pioneered by Brakenridge et al. ([89]; 2007), McFLI approaches are fundamentally a product
of a remotely sensed paradigm. To a McFLI, a remotely sensed snapshot of a river is just that—a
moment frozen in time capturing data over a large spatial area. Traditional geomorphology tends to
consider evolution of rivers at a single point over long time periods or considers geologically synoptic
spatial patterns. McFLI considers the temporal co-evolution of interconnected fluvial entities, which
matches RS observations perfectly.
Both Garambois and Monnier ([144]; 2015) and Durand et al. ([145]; 2014) published McFLI
algorithms based on Manning’s equation assuming known (vis RS) river surface elevation, width,
and slope. Unknown parameters are thus Manning’s n, some unobserved area below the lowest
water surface elevation observation, and discharge. We must note that these data are currently
not available from RS without painstaking fusion of optical and altimetry datasets confounded by
cloud issues and orbit geometry. Bjerklie et al. ([146]; 2018) were able to produce such signals for
one river in Alaska, but most Manning’s based McFLI approaches use model data to simulate RS
measurements. Durand et al. used these simulated data to solve this problem in a Bayesian context
by using likelihood functions in a Markov chain to allow estimates of these unobserved parameters
to converge toward a likely posterior distribution. Tuozzolo et al. ([147]; 2019) have explored the
impact of reach vs cross section based formulations of Manning’s equation for this purpose. Garambois
and Monnier used an optimization algorithm to define the pareto parameters that best minimized
errors given a set of constraints (including mass conservation) for the same simulated data. Moving
toward real data, Altenau et al. ([148]; 2017) showed that SWOT’s Ka-Band observations should
function as intended, using an airborne Ka-band radar to produce the same observations as SWOT,
and Tuozzolo et al. ([149]; 2019) were able to use these airborne observations to successfully give first
demonstration of a Manning based McFLI from wide swath altimetry.
Manning’s equation is not the only Flow Law invoked in McFLI. Gleason et al. ([24,150]; 2014a;b)
proposed a McFLI based on hydraulic geometry (both at a station and at many stations), which requires
only river width as an observable input. Unknown parameters in this McFLI are the width exponent
of the hydraulic geometry power law and two at many stations’ hydraulic geometry constants specific
to each river. This width-based McFLI has been successfully demonstrated for Landsat, Sentinel,
and Planet optical imagery ([24,84,151]; Gleason and Smith, 2014; Gleason et al., 2014; Gleason and
Hamdan, 2015; Feng et al., 2019), first using a genetic algorithm to solve for discharge and later using a
Bayesian formulation capable of width-only or width, height, and slope discharge inversion ([152];
Hagemann et al., 2016). Currently, this width-based McFLI is the only known technique capable of
leveraging existing satellite data to run a McFLI at all totally ungauged basins at the global scale given
our definitions here.
Both Bonnema et al. ([153]; 2016) and Durand et al. ([154]; 2016) have intercompared McFLI
approaches using a variety of hydraulic model data to stand in for remotely sensed observations.
Durand et al. in particular provided the first ever exhaustive comparison of multiple McFLI approaches
on model output representing almost 20 rivers. This controlled experiment allowed Durand et al. to
more deeply understand controls on error and accuracy in McFLI approaches. They concluded that
approaches that use multiple inputs (i.e., width, height, and slope) generally outperform approaches
that use only a single input (i.e., width alone), as expected. They also concluded that all McFLI
approaches provide good estimates of discharge dynamics, but all frequently have large biases. These
biases are difficult to overcome without better prior estimates of unknown parameters because of the
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equifinal nature of McFLI. Finally, Durand et al. found that methods are sensitive to prior expectations
of unknown parameters (either the ‘first guess’ in an optimization problem or the Bayesian ‘prior
distribution’), but that all methods improve upon these priors. That is, McFLI methods estimate
discharge on rivers more accurately than our initial estimate of discharge without in situ or calibration
data of any kind, but the more we know about a river to start with, the better the final estimate of
discharge will be. This point becomes a critical determinant in choosing an RSQ method in the context
of Figures 1 and 4.
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Sichangi et al., ([155]; 2018) offer a different take on underconstrained geomorphic inversion.
They used MODIS to back out the travel time of a flood wave by looking at the peak of a width signal
at multiple stations in a MODIS river width-time plot. That is, they assumed that maximum widths at
any cross section correspond to maximum discharge (a safe assumption per hydraulic geometry) and
that the peaks in both stations correspond to the same hydrologic event. Thus, two stations 500 km
apart yielded a bulk channel velocity (travel time) by tracking the time delay between width peaks at
the two stations. This is an innovative and clever approach to sensing channel velocity from space,
but did require Sichangi et al. to assume a Manning’s n from look up tables of values ([156]; Chow,
1964) to back out channel depth, and relies on a conversion from celerity to velocity. This rather exciting
idea is only useful on large rivers where bulk velocity is stable over long distances and where the
assumption of a travelling maximum width is valid. This again also highlights how not all ungauged
approaches are applicable globally, and how some assumptions are considered restrictive and others
are not. If, for instance, an author can study imagery of a river and a global DEM to determine probable
Rosgen ([157]; 1994) classes, then assumptions about friction and width/depth ratios, for example, are
well founded and did not invoke in situ data.
3. Discussion
Our broad sketch of the literature has hopefully revealed the numerous ways hydrologists have
approached RSQ. We have deliberately included as wide a swath of the literature as possible to fully
contextualize the field for practitioners and other interested parties alike. We have raised several
discussion points above without bringing them to conclusion, saving them instead for this present
section. Specifically, we wish to further probe several ideas that render even our nuanced classification
of what it means to be ‘gauged’ or ‘ungauged’ problematic vis a vis RSQ; we wish to address common
misconceptions about RSQ; and finally we wish to consider human political and economic realities
of RSQ.
3.1. A Framework for Understanding RSQ, Ungauged Basins, and Hydrologic Knowledge
Although we did not keep a tally, a majority of the literature surveyed mentioned ungauged
basins in their introduction as a justification for the work. We have thus used our gauge continuum
to explicitly parse the literature at this highest level, placing each study into our understanding of
the appropriate context. However, we have repeatedly raised the question of what it means to be
ungauged in an era of global hydrologic modelling. Traditionally, RSQ authors have argued only those
studies invoking absolutely no in situ data whatsoever qualify as appropriate for ungauged. RSQ via
regionalization (parameter transfer) thus fails this test, and so too does parameterization from a global
or regional model as there are almost no global hydrology datasets available that do not invoke in situ
calibration data. Even the most basic RS water balance relies on precipitation gauges to calibrate the
precipitation signal—without it, these estimates would likely be so wildly wrong as to be not useable.
While we maintain an explicit difference between regionalization/ regional calibration vs. coupled
modelling, we recognize that global hydrology has advanced tremendously in the RSQ era and thus
believe that any RSQ investigation in an ungauged basin will (and should) likely start from an off
the shelf global hydrology model to provide a first guess or Bayesian prior. Therefore, following our
survey of the literature, we propose the following four conditions for when an RSQ approach is truly
capable of tackling totally or politically ungauged basins.
In order to be applicable in totally and politically ungauged basins:
1. The study uses only globally available hydrologic (e.g., P, ET, runoff) forcing
2. If a global model is used, the study must not calibrate an RS signal explicitly to it
3. The study does not transfer parameters or calibrate to regionally available gauges
4. Specific assumptions about channel hydraulics must be obtained exclusively from remotely
sensed platforms
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These tests should be applied to each new ungauged study to ensure that the primary RS data is
indeed driving the discharge result, rather than in situ data available elsewhere. We argue that this
independence is essential for politically and totally ungauged basins, as otherwise reviewers and the
public will rightly question whether or not discharges in these basins are simply a regurgitation of
what we knew before. Hence, we believe that if basins are truly ungauged, models can only guide
or bound RSQ, not drive it. Applying these restrictions could limit the accuracy of the resulting
discharges ([144,154]; Garambois and Monnier, 2014; Durand et al., 2016), but we argue that these less
accurate but independent discharges represent the largest furthering of hydrologic knowledge in these
cases and allow hydrologists to make declarative statements about the water cycle.
This is not to say that studies that do not meet these criteria are not RSQ: on the contrary, the vast
majority of the literature surveyed here is uninterested entirely with meeting these criteria. Rather, we
introduce these tests as a useful filter for future reviewers and authors to help decide what technique is
best for a particular application. Thus, RSQ methods need not change if these tests are failed, rather,
their introduction should highlight the context of regionally or locally available information and place
the study into the appropriate category. Our emphasis on avoiding transferability is grounded in
field hydrology, as we, like McDonnel et al. ([12]; 2007), are wary of assuming hydrologic process in
unknown and unstudied watersheds. For example, using gauges from one watershed to calibrate
a fully coupled earth system model at the continental scale is, to us, fundamentally different than
assuming the parameters calibrated for that one watershed should apply to all basins across the
continent. The lines between ‘regionally gauged’ and ‘totally ungauged’ are becoming blurred as
coupled earth system models produce fluxes with greater accuracy and precision. Even so, we maintain
a fundamental difference between using a global hydrology product as a starting point for an RSQ
method vs. calibrating an RS signal to that model to produce discharge. In the latter, the resulting
discharges are fundamentally a product of the original model: at best, RSQ would give you the model
discharge back again. In this case, RS would be better used in conjunction with other data to produce
the global product in a hydrologic model as in Section 2.1.1, rather than exist as a derived product.
Finally, we assert that while in situ data are important to improve the accuracy of RSQ, they are not
indispensable. The breadth of the literature covered here makes this abundantly clear, and we see
value in pursuing RSQ research across the entire gauge spectrum.
We believe that review of the myriad of techniques for RSQ herein is secondary to definition of the
paradigm in which they are employed. While methodological innovation is essential, the literature has
revealed that the more data an author has in hand to begin an RSQ study, the more accurate their final
discharges. While we have very purposefully avoided the tedium of reporting individual discharge
retrieval accuracies across the literature given the impossibility of direct comparison following specific
sets of assumptions, RS data, and ancillary data used in each case, we can assert in general that
the literature in Section 2.1 is more accurate than the literature in Section 2.2. This is of course
intuitive—studies in Section 2.1 all used local or regional gauge data or tailored assumptions of
hydraulics specifically to study channels given prior knowledge. However, the methods of Section 2.2
can perform as accurately as those of Section 2.1 given the same calibration data ((141,144); Garambois
and Monnier, 2015; Oubanas et al., 2018). Thus, we have chosen to organize the literature by application
area first and methodology second, as differences in accuracy are driven largely by prior data and
not methodology. Nowhere have we split the literature via sensor, as we find papers arguing for or
against specific sensing platforms at the cost of others unhelpful. We do recognize the advantages of
passive/active sensors at varying resolutions for specific tasks, but argue that ultimately what matters
is whether or not the study has achieved its goal. Figure 3 exists in service of this goal, highlighting all
the usable RS signals we have reviewed here in a single figure.
At its core, RSQ seeks to advance hydrologic understanding. In basins that are gauged,
semi-gauged, or regionally gauged, hydrologists start with some of this understanding in hand,
and RSQ should improve our ability to parse the hydrologic cycle in space and time. For water
resource managers, even a well-gauged basin can have insufficient understanding when attempting
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to balance hydropower, environmental flows, drought/flood protection, and recreational use ([158];
Brown et al., 2015). RSQ can thus provide real advances in hydrologic understanding that improve
human decision making, even in gauged basins. In politically and totally ungauged basins, we suggest
that methods that produce hydrographs in error by even a factor of two or more (although we must
rely on their performance in gauged basins to characterize this error) might still be an improvement on
our existing knowledge. Therefore, we assert that nearly all RSQ is useful to the hydrology community
provided authors place their study in the proper context. This context, given here and in Figure 1,
is essential for practitioners, authors, reviewers, and editors. Without it, non RS hydrologists can
be confused as to whether or not a given technique will work for their application, and editors and
reviewers may accept otherwise excellent RSQ work that makes claims of being “ungauged” that it
cannot support.
3.2. “The Goal of Remote Sensing of Discharge is to Entirely Replace Gauges”: A Common Misconception
RSQ is designed to produce river discharge and the advantages of air and spaceborne platforms
over grueling fieldwork are clear and much touted by RSQ authors. This might lead some to believe
that a goal of RSQ is to replace expensive and politically sensitive gauge data. Thus, this section title
represents a pernicious misconception about RSQ. The majority of the work cited above requires gauges
to produce successful discharge estimates, and even those methods in Section 2.2 that do not require
gauge data improve dramatically when informed by gauge data. There will never be any hydrologic
substitute for gauge data—these data are carefully monitored by dedicated staff of numerous agencies
worldwide, and many agencies go to great lengths to ensure that only the highest quality data are
presented as the gauge record. This can have political consequences, as many gauge data receive
the ‘seal of approval’ of officially sanctioned government agencies, and a hydrologic world without
sanctioned discharges would place much of climate science and water treaties in jeopardy. With that
stated, there has been a precipitous decline in available gauge data globally ([159]; Hannah, 2011),
and public gauge records are practically nonexistent in places where water politics are thorny ([151];
Gleason and Hamdan, 2015). Gauges that are here today may be gone tomorrow at the whims of
economics and politics.
Thus, we believe that RSQ is a natural complement to river gauges and other in situ discharge
monitoring. In this we agree with Fekete et al. ([160]; 2012), even if we have drawn this conclusion via
very different means. The benefits of in situ data to RSQ are clear and have been discussed extensively
above. Here, we discuss the benefits of RS signals to in situ monitoring. Consider a well-gauged
river network, with a gauge at the outlet and across a large proportion of ungauged upstream reaches.
RSQ may actually be at its most beneficial in this case, as high quality gauge calibration data allow
RS signals to extend point gauge measurements in space and time. As networks move along the
continuum from completely gauged to ungauged, RSQ provides more novel primary information,
but RSQ retrievals reduce in accuracy. Alsdorf et al. ([22]; 2007) also highlight that RSQ can document
water resources in diverse channel forms and in flood contexts: situations where gauges struggle.
Discontinued gauges are another area where RSQ can shine, as gauges that overlap the RS record
in the past can be calibrated and then used to parameterize models as they move into the future
(e.g., [161,162]; Birkinshaw et al., 2010; Gleason et al., 2018).
In sum, we argue that no RSQ practitioner can or should cogently argue that RSQ is a complete
replacement for gauges. Both forms of discharge monitoring have strengths and it is only by merging the
two that hydrology can move forward toward more complete understanding of the global hydrologic
cycle. The Arctic and much of Asia are almost complete hydrologic black boxes, despite the almost
certain existence of un-shared high quality gauge data in these places. Lin et al. ([14]; 2019) highlight
the benefits of even sparse global gauging by considering a coupled land-atmosphere system, primary
data with low uncertainty might be used to reduce uncertainty in poorly monitored areas, and in this
case RS data provide a welcome and irreplaceable source of primary data. We believe that hydrology,
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like many geophysical disciplines, should rest on primary data, and loss of either gauge or remotely
sensed data is a detriment to the field.
3.3. Ethics and Politics
Finally, we wish to make a brief note on the ethics and politics of RSQ. Gleason and Hamdan ([151];
2016) and Alvarez-Leon and Gleason ([163]; 2017) have recently explored this topic and have concluded
that RSQ is an inherently political act. They reached this conclusion following two different logical
tacks. First, since states (the preferred term for ‘country’ in the geographical literature) own their water
resources, they are allowed to express their national sovereignty by withholding hydrometric data (i.e.,
politically ungauged basins). There is no international legal mechanism to force states to release water
data, and even bi- or multi-lateral treaties have proven ineffective at forcing water data transparency,
despite assertations that such transparency is essential for good governance ([164–168]; Sneddon and
Fox, 2006; 2011; 2012; Dore and Lebel, 2010; Ho, 2014). Circumventing these data restrictions via the
use of satellites is thus in fact a direct violation of national sovereignty and an inherently political
act, regardless of the intent of the scientist ([151] Gleason and Hamdan, 2016). This is not to say that
practitioners should not engage in RSQ—on the contrary, there are humanitarian and climate reasons
why scientists should perform this very political act. However, scientists have no recourse to state that
they are ‘simply observing the earth’ are thus somehow immune to politics. This is a naïve view that
has long been debunked in social sciences and the humanities, but is slow to catch on in the non-social
sciences, especially in remote sensing. Second, access to satellite data themselves is a result of political
decisions ([163] Alvarez-Leon and Gleason, 2017). The United States government has launched a fleet
of earth observing satellites, and made it their policy that all of these data are available to anyone with
access to the internet. Despite this, the United States government could change its mind at any point
and restrict access to these data, thus blanketing access to these crucial primary data in an instant.
We do not suggest this is a likely scenario, but it is possible. Consider the numerous other commercial
and state-satellites that exist but for whom data are not free or simply not available outside of the
home state. Public access to high quality earth system data is ultimately subject to the whims of the
owners of the satellites themselves, and this access has profound impacts on hydrologists’ ability to
perform RSQ. Taken together, these two arguments suggest that practitioners should take care and
make thoughtful choices when applying RSQ in contexts where it would be politically impossible to
gather the same data in the field. This forms a good test, and ‘Would I have permission to do this RS
work as fieldwork?’ should be a question practitioners ask themselves when beginning a study. If the
answer is ‘no,’ practitioners should proceed if believe it is appropriate, but they should be aware of the
implications of the study.
4. Conclusions
The existing RSQ literature has frequently justified itself based on whether it is highly accurate or
whether it is applicable in ungauged basins. Each new manuscript generally begins with an explicit
statement on the utility of RSQ and why this new work belongs in the pantheon of that particular
application, yet much work claiming to function in ungauged basins often cannot, by our definitions,
truly work in ungauged basins. This leads to evident division in citations within RSQ studies—authors
typically only cite work within the categories (i.e., sections and subsections) presented here, and papers
frequently do not incorporate information from different ‘families’ of RSQ. What we have shown,
however, is that many of these seemingly disparate methods are in fact slight variations on the same
paradigm, and that the entirety of the literature has more in common than individual papers would
suggest. Our inclusion of ‘non channel’ RSQ here is perhaps controversial to some along this vein,
as many RSQ practitioners might suggest that using RS signals within a hydrologic model is somehow
not RSQ. It is our hope that this review serves as a reminder that in all cases reviewed here, remotely
sensed data were used to estimate discharge in service of furthering discharge understanding. There
are nuances in how this was achieved, but all ~170 papers here have the same goal. Finally, we suggest
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that our newly defined framing for application of RSQ (e.g., Figure 1 and Section 3.1, Figure 4) might
offer much clarity to readers, authors, editors, reviewers, and importantly users of RSQ.
Our review has also implicitly outlined some future directions for the field, which we make
explicit here. Data mining/big data approaches seem particularly understudied despite the success
of Bjerklie in the early 2000s, and the availability of powerful computer science techniques available
to hydrologists today makes this area ripe for potential powerful interventions in RSQ. Satellites
dedicated to surface water and sponsored by large state entities (like SWOT), and commercial fleets
of CubeSats alike also stand to transform the field. While SWOT has received much attention in the
literature from many schools of RSQ, CubeSats are relatively underused. Diverse signals can only
improve what we know about the hydrologic system. Finally, we repeat our call for a broadening of
perspective of RSQ practitioners. We have shown here that the field is robust, rapidly growing, and
rich with an extraordinary diversity of ideas. The field would suffer, we believe, from a descent into
orthodoxy, which might stifle creativity. Instead, we hope that new works can use this review as a
basis to situate their work in broader context.
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